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How to use Eclipse for Jahia 
development 

Introduction 

This procedure defines the steps that must be followed to install a development 
environment using the Eclipse IDE. The Eclipse IDE is very interesting because it is now 
a very strong solution for Java developers, and is at the same time entirely free. As Jahia 
is also free for development purposes, this allows you to have a 100% free CMS and 
portal development environment. 

Please note that at the time of writing, these steps were all valid, but of course as 
software may evolve these might not be as accurate. 

Requirements 

- Eclipse 3.2.2 or more recent 
http://www.eclipse.org/ 

- Maven 1.0.2 with any JDK or Maven 1.1 with JDK 5 only (won’t work with JDK 
6 !). Maven 2 is not supported at the moment. 
http://maven.apache.org/maven-1.x/ 

- Subversive SVN client for Eclipse 1.1.3 or more recent. 
http://www.polarion.org/index.php?page=overview&project=subversive 

- JDK 1.4 or more recent (see Maven requirements for limitations with JDK 6) 
http://java.sun.com/javase/downloads/index_jdk5.jsp 

Setup procedure 

1. Install Eclipse 3.2.2 or more recent 

2. Modify the eclipse.ini file to change the default –Xmx256M to a higher value 
(such as –Xmx512M or –Xmx768M). Under Mac OS X this file will be found by 
right-clicking on Eclipse, then “Show package Contents” -> Contents -> Mac OS -
> eclipse.ini 

3. Install Subversive SVN client for Eclipse, which seems more stable than 
Subclipse. 
http://www.polarion.org/index.php?page=download&project=subversive 
You can find the installation instructions for Subversive here : 
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http://www.polarion.org/projects/subversive/download/Installation_Instructi
ons.pdf 

4. Once all is configured, start Eclipse and go into the SVN Repository Exploring 
view (can be done by opening in the Window menu the “Open perspective 
option) 
 

 
 

5. Click on the “Add repository” button in the upper right corner of the repository 
view window :  
 

 
 

6. In the window, enter the following URL :  
https://svndev.jahia.net/svn/common-jahiaprojects/ 
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If you get a message asking to confirm the certificate, click on “Trust always”. 
 

7. Also add the following repository 
https://svndev.jahia.net/svn/common-packagedwebapps/ as well as 
https://svndev.jahia.net/svn/maven-jahiawar-plugin/ 

8. Add the Jahia application repository : https://svndev.jahia.net/svn/jahia/ 

9. Open each repository and right-click the “trunk” and select “Find/ Check out As 
…”  
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Select “Check out as a project with the name specified” and retype the name of 
the project (trunk is the default input but we need to change this). So for example 
for the URL https://svndev.jahia.net/svn/common-jahiaprojects/trunk, the 
project name will be “common-jahiaprojects”. Make sure you type these correctly 
as it is important ! 
 

 
 
If you would have wanted to checkout a branch instead of the trunk, you should 
first open the branch you want to checkout, and then right-click and select 
“Find/Check out As…” and follow the same process.  
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You can find more information about the branches here : 
http://svn.jahia.org/svn/jahia/branches/ 

10. Click “Next” 

11. You can leave the default workspace location for checkout, it should do fine : 
 

 
 

12. Click “Finish”, which should start the checkout of the project. 
 

 
 

13. Repeat steps 9 through 12 for the repositories : “common-packagedwebapps”, 
“maven-jahiawar-plugin” and the “jahia” branch you want. 

14. Open a command line, and go to your workspace directory. You should have the 
following content in this directory :  
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15. Change into the maven-jahiawar-plugin and launch : maven plugin:install 

16. Define a catalina.home.dir property in your ${user.home}/build.properties that 
points to your Tomcat installation (only Tomcat 5 supported for the moment). 
You will also have to set a catalina.version.major variable (for Tomcat 5.5 the 
version should be “5.5”, for 6 it should be “6”, 5.5 is an exception). It should look 
like this :  
catalina.home.dir=/Users/loom/java/technologies/jakarta-tomcat-5.5.9 
catalina.version.major=5.5 

17. Download and uncompress XDoclet version 1.2.3 from 
http://xdoclet.sourceforge.net/xdoclet/index.html. 

18. You must then install the XDoclet Maven plugin, This plug-in is located in the 
same folder as the other xdoclet jar files, and is named maven-xdoclet-plugin-
&lt;version&gt;.jar. Just drop it in your $MAVEN_HOME/plugins directory and 
you're ready to go. You might have to delete your $MAVEN_HOME/cache/*.* 
files and previous un-zipped XDoclet plug-ins in $MAVEN_HOME/plugins to 
be able to get it to work properly. 

19. In the “JAHIA-5-0-SP-BRANCH” directory (or whatever directory you have 
checkouted from the Jahia SVN, change into the core directory and type the 
following command : “maven” 
This should trigger the building of the project with Maven. If you see errors, 
make sure all the 3 projects were extracted at the same level. If all goes well you 
should see a “BUILD SUCCESSFUL” message. 
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20. Still in the command line in the “core” directory, type : “maven –o eclipse” to 
generate the Eclipse project file using Maven. 
 

 

21. (Optional) If you intend to work simultaneously with multiple branches of Jahia, 
you will have to modify the generated project name resulting of the “maven 
eclipse” command. This is necessary because Eclipse doesn’t support importing 
two projects with the same name. In order to change the project name, you will 
have to modify with a text editor the following file : jahia/core/.project and 
modify the following lines : 
<projectDescription> 
  <name>jahia</name> 
to something like : 
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<projectDescription> 
  <name>jahia-trunk-core</name> 

22. Projects generated by Maven use a variable called MAVEN_REPO in Eclipse 
projects, that points to your local copy of the Maven repository. We now need to 
set this variable’s value. First open the Eclipse preferences screen : 
 

 
 

23. Then click “New..” and add the Maven repository location as illustrated below :  
 

 
 

24. In the “File” menu, select “Import”. 
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25. Select “General” -> “Existing Projects into workspace” 
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26. Select the “core” directory under the Jahia main directory. 
 

 
 

27. Click “Finish”. You should now have two Jahia entries in your “Package 
Explorer” view. This is normal, once of them represents the checked-out 
structure, while the other is the actual Java project that will be used to compile 
Jahia from Eclipse. 

28. At this point Eclipse will rebuild the workspace, which might take some time. It 
is due to the SVN plugin connecting to the repository to retrieve information for 
all the files, and there are a lot of these. You might see messages such as 
“Updating SVN Cache” or “Generating workspace” on the bottom status bar of 
Eclipse. These are normal and should complete at least once. 

29. Once these steps are completed, you are now ready to work with Eclipse. If you 
want to deploy Jahia, go back to a command line and go into the jahia/core 
directory and type : “maven deploy:tomcat”. Other interesting maven goals 
include :  
- xdoclet:hibernatedoclet will regenerate all the Hibernate mapping files. In order 
for this goal to function properly, make sure you have properly installed the 
XDoclet Maven plugin in step 18. 
- undeploy:tomcat will undeploy all of Jahia’s files from your Tomcat install 
- reset:tomcat will reset the Jahia deployment in Tomcat so that you can 
reconfigure Jahia (will launch the configuration wizard all over again) 
- hotdeploy:tomcat will deploy all the updated classes/JSP, etc, WITHOUT 
touching the configuration in Jahia. This is the goal you will use most often when 
developing with Jahia, to deploy just what you modified. Please note that the 
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name may be confusing to JEE administrators : this goal does NOT perform a 
undeploy/deploy cycle on the application server and assumes that you have 
stopped your application server before executing it. 
All deployment goals should only be executed when the application server is 
stopped ! 
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